
The Silence of the International Committee
of the Red Crossx

by L. Boissier

No human institution is perfect and the International Committee
of the Red Cross is no exception. The criticism most frequently
levelled at this venerable body is its silence concerning some of its
activities. How can it have a claim to eminence, how can it call
powerful governments to account, without seeking the support of
men of goodwill through divulgence of full information to the
public?

In order to understand this attitude, it is necessary to grasp the
essential feature of the International Committee; its raison d'itre.
First and foremost it is a neutral intermediary between belligerent
States, with the aim of protecting civilian and military victims of
conflict. This protection is sanctioned by the Geneva Conventions.
In addition the ICRC has a unique privilege; it may take the initia-
tive by offering its services in the most unexpected and dramatic
situations.

These bases would be of hardly any use if the International
Committee did not fulfil a prerequisite, that is to say, if it did not
have the confidence of governments. It was thanks to that confi-
dence that it was able, during two world wars, to carry out an

1 Reproduction of an article by L. Boissier former President of the ICRC, which
appeared in the Journal de Geneve on January 19, 1968.
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enormous task which no one has yet forgotten. In addition, since
1945 it has been engaged in an undertaking which is nothing less
than extraordinary, namely, intervening in the civil wars which have
ravaged so many countries in Latin America, Africa and Asia.
In other words, the ICRC has broken the national sovereignty
barrier to act as an intermediary between legal governments in
power and rebel forces rising against the established order. Hence-
forth, combatants considered as outlaws may obtain the protection
which previously was granted only to troops.

In the horror of civil war, the most cruel and harsh of all,
the ICRC witnesses deeds which the perpetrators seek to conceal
and of which they sometimes deny the occurrence. It is therefore
important for the Committee to command the complete confidence
of the opposing forces, so that its delegates may go where brothers
at war seek to destroy each other by every possible means. Both
sides must know that the men from Geneva come neither to judge
nor condemn, but to save those who can be saved.

This does not mean that these witnesses remain silent. By no
means; whenever they observe a breach of the Geneva Conventions
or acts contrary to morality or law they protest to the authorities
and demand that such acts be stopped. Frederic Siordet was able
to write that " No small part of the International Committee's
activity has consisted of continual protests and thousands of
improvements, in POW camps for example, have been due to this
process ".

The ICRC backs up its delegates with all its authority and does
not shrink from demanding governments to ensure that their
officials behave properly.

But these facts are not publicized, however creditably they
would reflect on the Red Cross. From long experience, the Inter-
national Committee knows that any indiscretion would cost it the
confidence it needs and would close to it the internment camps
and centres and the hospitals to which its delegates are privileged
to have access.

However, when its very principles are threatened, the ICRC
does not hesitate to inform the public of its admonition to govern-
ments. Air raids, the bomb on Hiroshima, the use of nuclear and
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other weapons of uncontrolled effect killing military and civilians
alike, have been the subject of its drastic warnings.

* * *

That is all very well, but is it wise to forgo an implement used
by everybody today and necessary if one is not to be ignored,
that is to say, publicity? By describing the dramatic situations
with which it has to deal, the watchfulness it has to maintain and
its delegates' courage, the International Committee would increase
its popularity and effectiveness. A photograph of a wounded dele-
gate shedding his blood in the desert sands would appeal more
eloquently to feelings and imagination than learned talks on
humanitarian law.

That is true, but in all modesty the ICRC may claim to have
acquired a reality of its own. It knows it must not match violence
against violence. Protest, denunciation, condemnation and ostrac-
ism may at times relieve conscience, but it can also kindle the
hatred which is the curse of mankind.

The Red Cross mission is not this, but the alleviation of the
suffering of war's victims. It is concerned solely with man's unique
destiny and personal distress. It does not ask a man's nationality,
race or religidrn before extending a helping hand. It forges between
it and those it helps a bond free of dissembled thoughts. And in the
final analysis, it is this sincerity which confers on the Red Cross and
the International Committee their place of distinction in the world.

Leopold BOISSIER

Member of the International Committee
of the Red Cross
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